Introduction
Full-scale dynamic tests of operational bridges have been carried out for structural condition assessment: the overall state or condition of a bridge can be determined using response data obtained during dynamic testing [1, 2] . On the basis of the condition ratings identified, timely remedial actions are taken on deteriorated bridges. For preparation of the full-scale dynamic testing, sensors need to be mounted onto the bridge in order to obtain structural responses. Accelerometers, strain gages, displacemeters, and cable extension transducers, are all commonly used devices during in situ experiments. The short-term installation of sensors to measure the behavior of the bridge tested requires an extensive amount of wiring between sensors and the data acquisition system. Besides the wiring work, additional expensive preparation of building stationary platforms is required especially for displacement measurement, since displacement is a relative physical quantity [3] .
Traditionally, one of the most popular methodologies of displacement measurement is to use a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) directly connecting a bridge tested and a fixed support in the vicinity of the bridge. In practice, installation of an LVDT is often very complex and cumbersome when the contact sensor is applied to a large-scale bridge. As a result, dynamic displacement is rarely measured due to the limitations of traditional sensors and techniques. As an alternative to the LVDT, measured accelerations are often utilized to estimate displacement by post-processing techniques of specific double integration [4, 5] . However, it is still deemed that a universal correction scheme which can be autonomously applied to pure acceleration integration makes it rather challenging to get satisfactory results, since these techniques have proven unreliable as resultant displacement varies with the applied techniques [6] .
Being proposed as counterparts of the aforementioned contact sensors, a variety of noncontact dynamic displacement sensors, e.g., laser scanning instruments [7] and computer vision-based [8] and GPS-based [9] technologies, have generated a strong interest with researchers due to their simple installation and direct measurement or calculation of displacement. Especially, different types of high performance laser sensors have been applied in the civil engineering domain. For example, laser Doppler vibrometers (LDVs) are for measurement of out-of-plane velocity and/or displacement of a target surface based on the Doppler effect of light. The sampling rate of a commercially available LDV is typically up to 4 MHz, and its accuracy is typically lower than 50 μm s −1 and 2 μm, respectively for velocity and displacement measurements. In addition, terrestrial laser scanners (TLSs) are often applied for the purpose of displacement measurement. A TLS measures a distance to a target point using time-of-flight or phase-shift information of the laser beam reflected back from the target point.
Despite the superiority of noncontact displacement measurement, drawbacks of the laser sensors exist which hinder pervasive field application. The main issues with the LDV are that (1) it often misses very slow motions of a target object in the case of displacement measurement and (2) it yields rather unstable displacement measurements unlike robust velocity measurements, especially when the change rate of displacement is high [10, 11] -in these environments, measurement of velocity is preferred over that of displacement. The high level of noise contamination of the TLS (typical precision of 3-5 mm) and low sampling rate (10-120 Hz depending on the device) are also addressed as practical limitations when the TLS is applied to vibration measurement. These practical issues of the individual laser sensors seem to be critical to dynamic displacement measurement of bridge structures, since bridge responses typically consist of two distinguished dynamic behaviors: a very slow motion (i.e., pseudo-static deflection) and oscillation (i.e., structural vibration). Both dynamic components have their own engineering importance: for example, based on the measured static or pseudo-static deflections of a bridge deck for heavy duty trucks, a bridge's load carrying capacity can be determined and structural vibrations involve modal information which has created strong research interest in the field of structural health monitoring.
To overcome the inherent drawbacks of each type of laser sensor, in this study a new dynamic displacement measurement system integrating the LDV and TLS is developed. The system includes hardware level integration for simultaneous measurement of two devices and data fusion of two measurement signals based on a real-time Kalman filter algorithm. An application of full-scale dynamic testing of an operational bridge is conducted for displacement measurement of structural responses. The organization of the paper is as follows: working principles of the LDV and TLS are described in section 2. In section 3, the LDV-TLS integrated dynamic displacement measurement system is thoroughly explained as one of the main contributions of the paper. In section 4, a series of full-scale dynamic loading tests on a bridge is presented to verify the performance of the proposed system. Then, conclusions follow.
Working principle of the LDV and TLS

LDVs
The LDV measures out-of-plane dynamic displacement and velocity of a moving surface with very little noise and a practically infinite sampling frequency. The operating principle of the LDV is identical to the radar-based sensor except for the frequency of waves. The LDV launches a sinusoidal laser beam to a moving target and measures its dynamic displacement and velocity based on the interference of an incident laser beam and the reflected beam from a target. The reflected laser beam interferes with the reference beam, and the resultant light intensity is measured by the photodetector installed in the LDV's scanning head. The light intensity signal is converted to displacement using the arctangent function in a decoder.
The LDV can measure dynamic displacement and velocity of structures with high precision and a high sampling rate. Its working principle [12] is schematically shown in figure 1 . The photodetector equipped in the LDV scanning head captures the light intensity of the interfered laser beam. The signal which the photodetector acquires has the form
where u c is the light intensity detected by the photodetector, and u DC is the DC component of the signal. Also, w c is the frequency of the drive signal which is modulated through the Bragg cell, and j m is the phase angle generated when the reflective and reference laser beams are interfered. After u DC is removed from u , c two orthogonal signals u i and u q are generated by multiplying w t cos c and w t sin c and followed by lowpass filtering
Since the out-of-plane displacement of a moving object x t ( ) is proportional to the phase angle j m with the relation
After obtaining j t m ( ) from equation (3), the displacement and velocity are calculated through different processes in the digital decoder of the LDV. The j t m ( ) obtained from the arctangent method has a wrapped shape since the output range of arctangent function is restricted to p p -2 2 ; ( ) therefore, an unwrapping process is required to reconstruct the phase angle j t m ( ) and calculate dynamic displacement. On the other hand, the unwrapping process is unnecessary for velocity measurement, since the velocity is obtained by differentiation of j t . m ( ) However, additional signal processing is required to remove or suppress the spike values at the discontinuities of j t m ( ). The dynamic displacement calculated in this manner has some drawbacks due to the limitation of the unwrapping process. Basically unwrapping is a process that unfolds the displacement signal, which is folded due to the output range of the arctangent function. The unwrapping can be imprecise in two cases: (1) sudden change of displacement during impact-like loading and (2) low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In the former case, since the unwrapping process assumes that the phase angle change is less than π, it cannot reconstruct displacement correctly when the phase angle changes more than π in one timestep. The latter case usually occurs when the displacement is too small and ambient noise exists. In this case, the unwrapping process cannot find the exact timesteps at which the phase angle is wrapped. The failure of the unwrapping process results in the distortion of the displacement signal. However, since the velocity calculated by the procedure illustrated in figure 1 is free from the problem, LDV velocity measurement is more reliable than displacement; therefore velocity is usually measured instead of displacement in most studies. Although it is challenging to remove the spikes through signal processing when the SNR of a signal is too low due to the rough surface condition of a moving object, it is a common problem with displacement and velocity measurement.
TLSs
The TLS was originally developed for three dimensional terrestrial scanning. Rotating its body frame horizontally and multi-facet mirror vertically, it emits laser pulses and measures the distance from the mirror and an object from which laser pulses are reflected. The collected distance information of a 3D space is called a pointcloud and it is processed to construct a 3D image of the space. The TLS can be set to sweep along a line by fixing the rotation of its body frame. In this mode (i.e., line scan mode), the TLS scans a spatial point repeatedly allowing it to measure dynamic displacement. For the displacement measurement, the distance measurements from a target point are collected from each line scan data, so that they can be converted to displacement. Although the TLS can directly measure dynamic displacement in a fully noncontact manner, the sampling frequency is restricted because it is determined by the rotation speed of the multi-facet mirror, whose maximum is about 120 rev s −1 . It is currently not appropriate for measuring small displacements of less than 5 mm due to its precision error of 3-5 mm.
Once the line scan data is acquired from scanning, dynamic displacement data can be calculated. As previously mentioned, the TLS acquires the coordinate of the measurement points and timestamps as well as distance data of a target point. The coordinate data has the form of rotation angle of the multi-facet mirror, which is equivalent to the vertical incidence angle of the laser pulses. Therefore, the dynamic displacement of a point can be easily calculated through simple steps of data processing. The conversion of the static distance to dynamic displacement is illustrated in Figure 2 . Dynamic displacement measurement of free vibration using the TLS: (a) the measured distance and angle data; (b) the calculated displacement.
figure 2: the distance information of a specific point can be obtained by collecting the distance measurements which have the same angle value to the measurement point ( figure 2(a) ). Then, subtracting the initial distance from all the distance measured at the measurement point leads to dynamic displacement time hitories (figure 2(b)).
LDV-TLS integrated dynamic displacement measurement system
Overview of the integrated system
The LDV-TLS integrated system is developed to estimate dynamic displacement in real-time by fusing the velocity measured from a LDV and the displacement from a TLS. To maximize the performance of the proposed system, the two sensor devices are integrated in built-in command level so that they can be simultaneously controlled, and the data is collected, processed and fused by software installed in a client computer. The brief scheme of the displacement estimation system presented in the study is illustrated in figure 3 . In the LDV-TLS integrated server, two software modules which are developed based on built-in commands of the devices are installed to control the devices: (1) measurement synchronization module (MSM) sets LDV's laser beams and the sweeping path of TLS's laser pulses to intersect at a target point, after getting some inputs related to the location of the devices from a user; (2) real-time data collection and compensation module (CCM) sends measurement start and end command to the devices simultaneously, and collect data and convert them to the binary form that the software can directly utilize for further data processing. Detailed explanation of the hardware controller modules will be given later. Finally, realtime Kalman filter-based integration is conducted in the integrated server fusing the heterogeneous data.
Two commercially available laser sensors of PSV-400 (Polytec GmbH) and RIEGL VZ-400 (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH) were selected respectively as the LDV and TLS to be integrated into the dynamic displacement measurement system. The selected laser sensors have the following advantages to realize the delineated system in figure 3 : first, the PSV-400 provides application programming interface (API) sets which allow software developers to access and control the device. Furthermore, it also supports a component object model (COM) which extends its features so that users can control every aspect of the measurement functions. The PSV-400 has been proven its accuracy of measurement both of structural vibration [13] and ultrasonic wave propagation [14] through the authors' previous research achievements. Next, the RIEGL VZ-400 is a top-notch TLS which supports the line scan mode: unlike other commercial TLSs, its body frame can be fixed, and only its multi-facet mirror rotates to sweep along a line with the maximum scan speed of 120 line s −1 -this feature is indispensable for dynamic displacement measurement.
To integrate the control systems of the LDV and TLS, controlling the device and receiving measurement data should be treated in one server. The basic setup of the system is shown in figure 4 . The light intensity captured in the photo detector is changed to electric signal in the PSV-I-400 LDV scanning head, and transferred to PSV-E-401 Junction box via umbilical cable. This data is transferred again to OFV-5000 vibrometer controller via interferometer cable for converting it into velocity or displacement signal and conditioning it by zeroing, filtering and other post-processing procedures. The converted velocity or displacement is transferred to PSV-E-401 junction box via a BNC cable, digitized in an acquisition board built in the junction box, and transferred to the LDV-TLS integrated server. The TLS is simply connected to the server via TCP/IP connection, in which every control and data transfer commands are communicated.
Hardware controller-MSM
The MSM controls the direction of the laser pulse of the TLS and laser beams of the LDV so that the two devices aim at an identical target point. Since the laser pulses emitted from the TLS are invisible, it is necessary to obtain information about the position and the rotation vertical angle of the TLS's body frame from users, and the module calculates the horizontal rotation angle of the TLS's body frame and the vertical angle of the laser pulses which meet at the target point aimed at by the LDV. To control the direction of the laser pulses, the module configures the communication port of the TLS and sets the rotation angles using the TLS's own library. As with the LDV's laser beam, it is sufficient to get and set vertical and horizontal incidence angle information, and control the focus of the beam.
The TLS needs to have its data port configuration and transfer type set up in detail. The TLS provides two LAN interfaces and 1 WLAN interface, and the interfaces support TCP/IP ports 20001 and 20002, and telnet port 23. In this system, the TLS uses TCP/IP port 20002, which is designed to access the TLS's internal properties and commands which can be set using a supported programming library. The TCP/ IP port allows the module to configure and control most functions of the device by utilizing the library's command and reply programming structure, in which ASCII commands are sent to the TLS and ASCII replies with information about values, functions, and results. The IP address of the LAN interface can be assigned by three methods. It can be set by users, automatically assigned by a DHCP (dynamic host configuration protocol) server which is running in the LAN, or assigned by the other TLS which acts as a DHCP server. In this system, the IP address, subnet mask and gateway are automatically set to be fixed manually by the module, using the first method.
The hardware settings of the LDV can be directly adjusted in the MSM. As seen in figure 4 , the commands that the module sends are transferred to the OFV-5000 vibrometer controller through a RS232 port, and to the PSV-I-400 LDV scanning head through an umbilical cable. Also, the video image of the target point is displayed in the Polytec Scanning Vibrometer (PSV) software to which the video signal captured in the scanning head is transferred through the S-VIDEO interface. To control the LDV's laser beam for the target point selection, the module automatically adjusts the focus of the beam. Unlike the laser pulses of the TLS, the laser beam of the LDV should be focused for the maximum intensity of the reflected beam. When users choose to focus the laser beam, the StartFocus command in the ZStageControl object runs the focusing process, and calls the GetEvalFocus command after completion to acquire the focus position at which the signal level of the reflected beam reaches its maximum. The collection of the commands is a part of the Polytec File Access Object Model, which is a collection of objects written according to the standard COM, which has been developed by Microsoft for the portability of multiple language environments.
To determine the body frame angle θ of the TLS, user input is needed since the laser pulses are not visible. The configuration for determining the TLS's body frame rotation angle is illustrated in figure 5 . In this configuration, the incidence angle of LDV's laser beam is 90°in both the vertical and horizontal direction. Also, the distance of the mirrors in the TLS and LDV from the ground is set to be identical. In this case, the calculation of θ becomes a two-dimensional problem as seen in figure 5 . For determining L, which denotes the distance between the devices and the target point, it is enough to conduct a preliminary test in which the target structure is line-scanned during the static state of a target structure, and calculate the distance by averaging the repeatedly measured distance. Then, the only value users need to input is the distance between the mirrors of the two devices. The distance, denoted by D in the figure, can be manually measured using a tapeline. The rotation angle of the TLS's body frame can be calculated using the simple trigonometric equation θ=tan −1 (L/D). After determining the angle, the value is stored in the module, and called as an argument of the measurement start command.
Although the laser beam of the LDV should be 90°, to finely aim the laser beam of the LDV at a target point in harsh measurement conditions, the module must be able to set the incidence angle to the position users want to measure. In this module, users can manually move the location of the laser beam spot by clicking arrow buttons in the interface or pressing arrow buttons on the keyboard. When users take one of these actions, GetBeamPosition and SetBeamPosition commands defined in ScanHeadControl collection are sequentially invoked to move the position of the laser beam.
Hardware controller-real-time data CCM
The real-time data CCM (1) establishes the data transfer port through the configuration of port data transfer type, and using the port, (2) sends measurement start/end commands to the devices simultaneously, and (3) collects data and (4) converts them to the binary form that the software can directly utilize for data fusion.
For the data transfer of the TLS, TCP/IP port 20001 is used in the system to provide measurement data or housekeeping data, depending on the type of streams connected. The data port uses the RIEGL Data Transfer Protocol (RDTP) for communication with the server. RDTP is a TCP based protocol, and using this protocol, the server initiates connection and transfers necessary commands to the device. The commands consist of ASCII strings which are terminated by a new-line character, and the TLS responds to the server by sending status messages and blocks of binary or ASCII data back. Using proper the RDTP request option, a client can connect directly to the data stream generated by the device in real time. For example, to read current data stream measurement in ASCII format and chunked encoding, the command will be CURRENT type=measurement; format=ascii; encoding=chunked;. The data stream can be sent either continuously or as a chunk or a series of chunks. In the continuous data encoding mode, the device cannot receive any further command or send any status message, and this causes some disadvantages such as a client cannot obtain any information on data transfer and connection termination. In chunked encoding mode, data is sent as a form of chunks of a few kilobytes. Each chunk, whose format is ASCII, starts with the size of the chunk and ends with a newline character. The beginning part of chunks is used by the server to check if data transfer and processing are successfully completed.
Unlike the port configuration and data transfer method of the TLS, it is simple to handle the data which the LDV measures since it does most of the work automatically in the PSV software. In the system, the software is installed on the server, and the CCM utilizes the signals that the software generates. As seen in figure 6 , the velocity of a target point is transformed to the electric signal of light intensity in the PSV-I-400 scanning head and sent to the PSV-E-401 Junction box through an umbilical cable. The junction box again sends the data to the OFV-5000 Vibrometer controller through an interferometer cable. Then the velocity decoder built in the vibrometer controller transforms the light intensity signal into velocity signal, and transfers it back to the junction box. The data acquisition system built in the junction box sends the velocity data to the server through an SCSI-II type acquisition cable.
In this process, the CCM starts a measurement by invoking the start command of the TLS and transferring Acquisition.Start command to the PSV software. Then the software collects the TLS's distance data from the TCP/IP port 20001, and catches the digitized velocity signal transferred from the junction box. Collecting the data in realtime, the module calculates displacement from the TLS distance data as shown in figure 4 , and the noise in the resultant displacement is reduced using equation (4) . The CCM returns the refined displacement data and velocity data to a dynamic displacement estimation algorithm to fuse the two data for better displacement estimation quality.
Real-time heterogeneous data fusion algorithm
After time-syncronized heterogeneous data (i.e., displacement and velocity) are acquired, an algorithm is needed to combine the multi-rate data of low sampling rate displacement and high sampling rate velocity, respectively measured from the TLS and LDV. A novel data fusion algorithm that autonomously combines the acceleration and displacement data is developed by formulating a Kalman filtering model [3, 15] . Single numerical integrations of the measured velocity in the discrete time domain with the time interval, Δt, calculate displacement as:
where x k ( ) is the calculated displacement and  x k ( ) is the measured velocity at the time step k. Shown in equation (4), numerical error can be accumulated due to the zero-order hold (i.e., the values at the time step of + k 1 are calculated from the fixed values at the time step k) and referred to as mathematical error. This is inevitable to deal with continuoustime physical phenomena in the discrete-time domain. Furthermore, there is a more fundamental problem that equation (4) is based on the measured velocity different from the true velocity.
The measured velocity is contaminated by measurement error and thus written in the discrete-time domain as:
where  x k ( ) is the true velocity at the time step k, and   x k ( ) is the velocity measurement error at the time step k. Therefore, the problem of estimating displacement from integration of the measured velocity can be converted to that of estimating the velocity measurement error,   x k ( ) and its contribution to integration errors. Based on the estimated error, the numerical integration can be compensated as:
The velocity measurement error   x k ( ) can be considered a combination of offset bias, b k ( ) and zero-mean stochastic noise process, w k ( ):
The stochastic noise process is assumed as stationary zero-mean Gaussian process (i.e.,w k N q 0, ( ) ( )) and does not significantly deteriorate the numerical integration (i.e., equation (4)) due to the nature of zero-mean. However, the offset bias could significantly induce the drift problem during the successive numerical integration.
In order to estimate the velocity measurement error and to compensate the numerical integration, multi-rate Kalman filtering for data fusion of acceleration and displacement measurement is adopted in the proposed system. State variables for the continuous-time state-space model of Kalman filter are introduced as velocity error (i.e., bias) and its single integrations, i.e., integration error, respectively:
where x t ( ) is the displacement integration error. Considering a differential operator (i.e., a matrix of unit elements at upperdiagonals), a state-space model can be formulated in the continuous-time domain as:
It should be noted that the equation for the state variable of b is =  b 0 in equation (8) and implies the velocity measurement bias remains constant during time update stage. However, it will be updated at correction stage later (as defined as a time-variant state variable in equation (7)). The continuous-time model can be converted to the discrete-time model with the time interval Dt as:
where the discrete-time system matrix, A d and noise process vector, B d are calculated from the fact that A is nilpotent (i.e., = A 0 2 ) respectively as:
Then, a priori state estimate for error evolution is calculated as:
A priori state covariance for error evolution is also expressed as:
where the discrete-time stochastic noise covariance matrix, Q d is determined with the given variance of the stationary Gaussian process (i.e., N q 0, ( )) and the derived discrete-time noise process vector in equation (10):
Equations (11) and (12) are considered as the time update of the multi-rate Kalman filtering (i.e., prediction). Based on the estimated a priori state variables for displacement error (i.e.,  + x k k 1 , ( | )) the calculated displacement (i.e., + x k 1 ( ) by the numerical integrations of equation (6), respectively) are compensated as:
The measurement update of the multi-rate Kalman filtering (i.e., correction) is conducted when displacement data is collected. Assuming displacement data is acquired at the time step j, displacement error can be calculated by the difference between the measured displacement x j disp ( ) and the calculated displacement, x j ( ) by the numerical integration of equation (7):
where y j ( ) is the calculated displacement error. Displacement error can be also acquired from observation of the state variables. This can be considered observation of the estimated a priori state of the displacement error, x j ( ) and written as an observation equation:
where z j ( ) is the observed displacement error, the observation matrix is
] and v j ( ) is the uncertainty relating to observation of the displacement error. In this study, the uncertainty is assumed as being stationary zero-mean Gaussian (i.e.,ṽ j N r 0, ( ) ( )) and treated by the displacement measurement. Thus, a posteriori state estimate and state covariance for error evolution are calculated, respectively, as (Simon 2006):
where Kalman gain, j K( ) is calculated as:
Based on the a posteriori state estimates of displacement error x j j , ( | ) the calculated displacement x j ( ) by the numerical integrations are compensated as:
Validation of the LDV-TLS integrated dynamic displacement measurement system
Full-scale dynamic test at the Yeondae bridge
To validate the performance of a dynamic displacement measurement system designed from integration of the LDV and TLS, full-scale dynamic testing is conducted on an operational highway bridge. The Yeondae Bridge, located in Icheon, Korea, was selected. The Korea Expressway Corporation (KEX) constructed a two-lane 7.7 km long highway test road segment in 2002 to study the behavior of asphalt and concrete pavements exposed to traffic and weather conditions common in Korea [16] . The test road segment is a redundant stretch of the southbound Jungbu In-land Expressway running parallel to the original southbound highway; thus, the KEX can easily open and close the test road segment without concern of interfering with the normal flow of southbound traffic. Along the length of the test road are three bridges: the Geumdang, Yeondae and Samseung bridges. Of the three bridges available, the Yeondae Bridge ( figure 6(a) ) was selected as a test bed. The Yeondae Bridge adopts a partiallyclosed steel box girder section with the concrete bridge deck in composite action with the steel box girder ( figure 6(b) ). The two trapezoidal box girders are 2.2 m tall with top and bottom widths of 3.1 m and 2.1 m, respectively. The deck is constructed from reinforced concrete and is 27 cm thick and 12.6 m wide accomodating two lanes of traffic. The concrete deck is designed to act in composite action with the steel box girders. Along the length of the bridge are three concrete piers that divide the bridge into four identical spans, each 45 m long ( figure 6(c) ). In this study, full-scale forced vibration testing was conducted using two 3-axel trucks in March, 2014. Prior to the trucks' arrival to the bridge, the weight of the trucks was measured at a local weighing station; both the trucks were determined to weigh 25 tons. During the testing, the KHC closed the test road to regular traffic with only the test truck permitted on the road. In total, twelve separate tests were conducted on the bridge during forced-vibration testing: To practically reproduce traffic in the bridge, four different truck driving patterns were adopted: (1) a single truck driving along the first lane; (2) a single truck driving along the second lane; (3) two trucks' parallel driving; (4) two trucks' serial driving along the second lane with the 10 m distance. The trucks were driven over the bridge at three different speeds (i.e., 10, 60, and 100 km h The vertical displacement and velocity of the target point were measured by the proposed dynamic displacement estimation system (figure 8). The LDV and TLS were respectively installed under the bridge deck at the middle of the first span. The horizontal angle of the LDV laser beam was set to zero, and the distance between the mirrors of the two devices was set to 60 cm. The distance between the multi-facet mirror of the TLS and measurement point was measured as 3.74 m in a preliminary test, and it was used to calculate the horizontal angle of the TLS. In addition to the developed system, an LDVT was installed on the target point ( figure 9(b) ) and worked as reference displacement to compare to the displacement estimated by the proposed system. The sampling rate of the LDV was set to 1280 Hz, and the TLS was set to 120 Hz, which corresponds to the maximum rotating speed of the multi-facet mirror. Lastly, the sampling rate of the LVDT was set to 100 Hz. For each dynamic test (i.e., truck driving over the bridge), a total of 40 s of bridge response data was collected. This time duration was sufficient to capture the pseudo-static deflection and dynamic vibration response of the Yeondae Bridge.
Measured and estimated dynamic displacements
The reference displacement time histories measured by the LVDT in the twelve loading cases are shown in figure 9 . It is clearly seen that the displacement bridge responses consist of pseudo-static behavior and dynamic vibration (i.e., harmonic oscillation). Since the target point is located on the second lane, the displacements of the first row in figure 10 (case 1) are smaller than those of the second row (case 2). The displacement records of case 4 are the largest under low truck speed (case A), but when the truck speed is high (cases B and C), case 3 shows the largest displacement. This explains that truck velocity is a key factor in the excitation of bridges. The different modes of excitation a truck applies to a bridge are already reported in the literature [17] . For example, depending on the truck velocity and road roughness, the truck exhibits body-bounce vibration modes occurring at frequencies ranging from 2 to 5 Hz and wheel-hop vibration modes at frequencies greater than 7 Hz. The examples of the velocity records measured by the LDV in the cases of loading C are shown in figure 10(a) which are slightly different from the right column of displacement responses in figure 9 . While the harmonic oscillation portion is similar between the two figures, the pseudostatic responses are barely noticeable in figure 10(a) due to the fact that the pseudo-static responses are very slow and thus their velocities are small. On the other hand, the displacements measured by the TLS are illustrated in figure 10(b) . While containing high levels of noise, the pseudo-static deflections are observed. The noise level is approximately ±3 mm peak-to-peak, and it makes a low SNR for small displacement measurements. Due to the high noise contamination, the harmonic oscillation is embedded and thus hardly noticeable in the time domain.
The displacements estimated by the aforementioned realtime Kalman filter-based algorithm are shown in figure 11 . The multi-rate data fusion of velocity and displacement autonomously reconstructs pseudo-static deflection and dynamic vibration drastically reducing the noise level. For comparison purposes, time histories of dynamic displacements measured by the LVDT (termed the reference in this paper) are superimposed in the figures. The estimated displacements show a very close match to the reference displacements except for the very beginning of the measurement (i.e. the time window of 0-1 s); for a more detailed look, zoom-up plots for case 3B at the time region of 0-4 s and 10-14 s are given in figures 12(a) and (b), respectively. In figure 12(a) , the estimated displacement starts from a state of instability, but it reaches a stable state after approximately 1 s. This is because the Kalman gain described in equation (21) is unstable in the beginning part of signals. However, it does not suffer from instability any more after the transient state of Kalman gain as seen in figure 12(b) . In conclusion, an excellent accuracy of the proposed noncontact laser measurement system is qualitatively proved. It should be noted that the advantage of the proposed system is further highlighted when considering the demanding and costly construction of the scaffoldings needed to set up a conventional sensor of the LVDT.
The qualitative evaluation of the accuracy of the proposed system is further quantitatively ascertained by calculating rms errors between the estimated and measured displacements, respectively by the proposed system and the LVDT. Since the proposed system and the LVDT have different sampling rates (i.e., 1280 and 100 Hz), only concurrent data are considered in the rms error calculation. The results are tabulated in the first column of table 2. Trivial rms errors seen in the table confirm the excellent accuracy again-it should be noted that the rms errors are mainly caused by displacements in the time window of 0-1 s.
Since accurate and reliable displacement time histories are obtained, dynamic load factor (DLF) calculations have practical applications in the field of structural engineering-in addition to its fundamental usage as bridge design factors [18] , the DLF calculated from full-scale dynamic tests works as a basis for bridge load carrying capacity providing adequate assessment of heavy traffic loading. The DLF of a bridge is defined as the maximum total deflection including vibration effect divided by the maximum pseudo-static deflection. Thus, it is necessary to measure dynamic displacements including pseudo-static deflection to determine the DLF. In this study, filtering processing of signal is applied to the estimated dynamic displacements. Namely, a fourthorder Butterworth low-pass filter with a 1.5 Hz cut-off is utilized to extract the pseudo-static responses in which the maximum value is determined and numerated in the second column of table 2. The maximum value of total dynamic displacement is found and the DLF is calculated from the two maximums for each loading cases. Both results are given in the remaining columns of the table. The DLFs range from 1.072 to 1.846 and overall the DLFs are proportional to truck speed.
Conclusions
A novel dynamic displacement measurement system tailored to application of bridges is developed in this study by integrating commercially available laser sensors of LDV and TLS. A real-time Kalman filter-based algorithm is strategically applied to fuse heterogeneous data sampled from each sensor. By using the developed system, complex bridge responses consisting of a very slow motion (i.e., pseudo-static deflection) and oscillation (i.e., structural vibration) are successfully measured in full-scale dynamic tests of a highway bridge. DLFs of 1.072 to 1.846 estimated in this study provide assessment of the bridge under heavy traffic loading. Based on the promising the results presented in the paper, future work is planned to enhance measurement accuracy and practicability of the system: (1) enhancement of laser positioning of the TLS by using a still-cut camera attached to the TLS; (2) accurate time synchronization using time stamps provided by GPS receivers in the two laser devices.
